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A fresh new creative and inspirational music CD done with class and style. Great music and words

combined make this artistic project a pleasure to listen to. Progressive rock but on the softer side, with

intriguing lyrics and omnious melodies. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, ROCK: Modern Rock

Details: Allan James - vocals, electric  acoustic guitars, keyboards. Donnie Gray - acoustic and electronic

drums. Andrew Dunbar - bass guitars, vocals. Arc of Light is Allan James, Donnie Gray, and Andrew

Dunbar. This talented group of musicians has been playing great original music and recording for several

years, and this new lineup is the best yet. They just finished their latest CD in late July 2003, and the

music has received very positive feedback and great reviews. It should be only a short time before these

guys get noticed. They are also producing a new DVD that is a follow up to the new Native Tongue CD,

which will include videos, songs, photos, lyrics, and interviews. Arc of Light has traveled the music world

and back again, writing, recording, and playing live. From doing live shows in Iceland, Maryland, Wash

DC, Virginia, Montana, to California, and along the Eastern US. Talent, originality, style, quality, and

creativity are the types of words that come to mind when you try to describe their musical work. Each

musician is multi-talented and has the ability to produce great music and songs in their own right, though

when you combine their talents there is nothing but pure good music coming out. Arc of Light has played

on TV shows, radio, internet radio, and has made several records, tapes, CDs, and music videos. They

have also written, recorded, and produced music and videos for corporate training videos, seminars and

meetings. They have also produced several songs and tunes for WEB sites, animations, and multimedia

projects.
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